Safety and Privacy Issues of Electronic Medical Records
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Abstract

Objectives: The objective of this study is to review the safety and privacy issues of electronic medical records (EMR).
Methods/Statistical Analysis: Secondary sources from Springer Link, Science Direct, Emerald Library, IEEE Explorer Digital Library, Taylor & Francis Online, and EBSCO host databases were used to reviews relevance articles. Findings: Intersection and inter-reliant components of the healthcare system as well technology-induced errors were documented as the safety issues in the EMR implementation. Additionally, information sharing and access control were recognized as the important privacy issues. This information will be valuable in identifying what should be considered on the implementation of appropriate security measures in safeguarding EMR. Application/Improvements: This review can be useful towards protecting privacy and safe implementation of EMR.
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Introduction

The growth of information system is discernible in most of organizations. In healthcare environment, a number of healthcare information systems (HIS) were developed to assist healthcare organizations to provide efficient and quality healthcare services. The massive development in healthcare technology has enabled the collection, storage, management, and sharing of electronic medical records (EMR) or interchangeably electronic health records (EHR)1 among healthcare employees and other related healthcare institutions3.

The innovation of HIS development has transformed the way healthcare employees managed the EMR. EMR is utilised by healthcare employees from various job backgrounds in a healthcare organisation, including healthcare practitioners, researchers, hospital administrators, and healthcare management personnel for specific reasons. Healthcare practitioners and researchers use EMR to improve diagnosis and treatment of diseases, while hospital administrators and healthcare management personnel use EMR to support their organization's services.

The use of EMR can lead to a safer care by improving communication among healthcare practitioners, and facilitating shared decision making4. Therefore, it must be performed in a way that addressed safety and privacy. Furthermore, EMR involve interaction between healthcare practitioner and complex sociotechnical system. Complex sociotechnical system involves multifaceted interaction among the people, technology, processes, organizations, and environment5. For instance, patient-care involves interrelated and collaborative work of multilevel healthcare practitioners such as doctors and nurses to treat and monitor patients. Communication and teamwork issues were found to be among the important contributing factors to adverse events in dynamic domains of healthcare6.
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Additionally, the healthcare practitioners interact with technology such as HIS to assist their patient-care activities. Nevertheless, the adoption of HIS alters prior patterns of work, communication, or relationships among healthcare practitioners. Moreover, the patient-care process is influenced by the environment and organization like interruptions, policies and procedures. Interruptions could lead to an error if the healthcare practitioners did not give adequate time and attention to complete the task properly. For an example, interruptions resulted in healthcare practitioners to inadvertently enter the wrong order or the wrong patient into the HIS. Thus, it may introduce new safety risks such as dosage errors, delay in detection of fatal illnesses, and delaying treatment. The safety risks can lead to safety incidents which could have resulted, or did result, in unnecessary harm to a patient. Patient safety links to medical errors can be defined as the prevention of medical errors that could harm to patients. Therefore, reducing medical errors and improving patient safety is the primary quality improvement focus in the healthcare environment.

Recent development in technology was found to have benefited the healthcare sector in reducing their operation cost and allowing the sharing of data with other stakeholders such as government agencies, health research institutes, insurance companies, and other healthcare institutions. However, according to, several threats are involved when dealing with information sharing and privacy; for instance, involuntarily exposure of patients’ identity by being anonymous and the selling of personal information for targeted advertising. Therefore, security and privacy conditions still remain as the main concern that must be scrutinised in an extensive way.

In protecting privacy, it is important for healthcare organisation to ensure the ability of HIS in preserving the security of EMR. Healthcare employees must collect and communicate EMR securely, and do not disclose any sensitive information when EMR is being disseminated. Having privileged access to sensitive patient information, healthcare employees may lead to privacy breaches with potentially severe concerns. Thus, healthcare organisation should provide a proper mechanism in ensuring the privacy of sensitive data. Since there are various types of potential privacy breaches such as theft, loss, unauthorized access/disclosure, improper disposal, fraud and hacking of confidential information, this may lead to detrimental consequences. To date, with the enacted Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA), which include coverage for healthcare data implies that Malaysia legal environment has deemed healthcare sector as being in need of guidance with regard to patient privacy protection.

This study aims to review the safety and privacy issues of EMR. This paper is organized into five sections. The first section is introduction, followed by the research methodology. The third section describes the details about EMR. Then, the fourth section enlightens the findings in details from the review of safety and privacy issues of EMR. The last section summarizes the discussion.

Research Methodology

The review on safety and privacy issues in healthcare environment were based on secondary sources. The information obtained from journals, conference papers, industry reports, and books were summarized in developing the understanding on safety and privacy issues. The online databases that were given particular attention include: Springer Link, Science Direct, Emerald Library, IEEE Explorer Digital Library, Taylor & Francis Online, and EBSCO host.

Search terms used to find relevant articles included healthcare information systems, electronic medical records, electronic health records, safety, technology-induced errors, privacy, information sharing, and access control. The inclusion criteria for the articles were predetermined to be: 1) Articles published in English, 2) full-text articles, and 3) comprise of safety or privacy issues related to the HIS.

Tables contained key elements to be extracted from the selected articles were created. The key elements include author(s), title, journal, publication year, findings, and conclusion. Data from the selected articles that meet the aims of the study were then extracted and entered into the tables by the first and second author. The other review team independently evaluated the extracted data. The contradictions in the findings were resolved by discussing among the review team.

Electronic Medical Records

The upgrading of information technology into healthcare field shows the conversion of paper-based patients’ medical records to electronic patients’ medical records. This technology applied to various information
and communication technologies in healthcare organisation used to collect, transmit, display, or store patient data. In recent years, a number of transformative technologies have developed in healthcare organisation in order to improve clinical outcomes, reducing cost, and improving patient safety. As new technologies such as HIS, computerized physician order entry (CPOE), online information portals, and clinical decision support systems (CDSS) are adopted by healthcare organisation.

In HIS, it is common for any healthcare employees to interact about EMR throughout the healthcare organisation. EMR can be denoted as a “personal information containing identification, history of medical diagnosis, digital renderings of medical images, treatments, medication history, dietary habits, sexual preference, genetic information, psychological profiles, employment history, income and physicians’ subjective assessments of personality and mental state”. EMR starts with creating or updating general record about patient by administrative clerk, a doctor would work out a diagnosis or treatment plan, and a nurse would complete their duties as instructed by the doctor. When these healthcare services are performed, healthcare employees are working on the relevant parts of the EMR based on their role in the healthcare organisation.

In replacing the difficulty of using paper-based medical records, EMR can be considered as a solution for integrating medical records from various departments and increase it accessibility. It also allows healthcare organisation to share the most recent information of EMR throughout the organisation.

The massive developments of mobile devices and web-based applications in healthcare field also allow the users to improve the convenience of sharing the records throughout the organisation. Despite of being processed by an autonomous device, EMR is stored, processed and transferred to several parties, such as doctors’ offices, hospitals, pharmacy, and laboratories.

This study adapts definition of EMR based on definitions;

“Electronic medical records (EMR) refer to personal information about patients used by healthcare employees to identify the right medical treatment and can be shared among individuals or groups in the healthcare organisation”.

Safety and Privacy Issues

Safety Issues

Growing concerned related to errors resulted from the implementation and usage of HIS has increased. A number of national initiatives has been taken to comprehend the safety of HIS. Sociotechnical approach is frequently recommended for patient safety improvement efforts. Safety incidents emerged from the interactions between people, and the elements of technologies, tasks, environment, and organisation in which they work in. Previous studies have confirmed that the antecedents towards safety use of HIS are influence by the sociotechnical aspect. Certainly, it is essential to ensure the safety use of HIS. The implementation of HIS must look into from the perspective of sociotechnical approach. As such, this can provide further insights into safety implementation of HIS as a tool to improve quality of healthcare and patient safety.

(1) Intersection and Inter-reliant Components

Healthcare system is a complex and high-risk system. The complex activities required ad hoc and pragmatic response that are never completely predictable of patients’ reaction. In critical care, the complexity of performing tasks is augmented by the constrictions of time, inadequate or unavailable information, by stress, and by repeated and unpredictable interruptions. Besides, healthcare practitioners perform multiple task simultaneously such as interpreting physical signs and diagnostic tests, and bound with organizational policies and with the patient’s personal needs. Healthcare also involves intersection and inter-reliant components such as various level of professional from various departments with multiple viewpoints are required for a specific treatment. The tasks are frequently context-dependent, unpredictable, interrupted, and depend on coherent and timely communication between different healthcare practitioners. Therefore, the interdependent natures facilitate the propagation of errors such that any error created by one component may affect other components as well which is normally unpredictable.

(2) Technology-induced Errors

Since the publication of the Institute of Medicine (IOM) report entitled “To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health System”, paramount attention has been given by
healthcare organizations and institutions at both national and international level to create a safety healthcare. In their report stated that 98,000 people die every twelve months in the United States (US) resulting from medical errors. Consequent to this report, the implementation of HIS has become a primary strategy to improve the safety of healthcare. Indeed, many developed countries such as the US, United Kingdom (UK), Australia, and Canada have proactively encouraged the implementation of HIS\textsuperscript{40–41}.

In addition to the evidence indicating that HIS can improve patient safety, there are growing evident indicating that the HIS seemed to foster errors rather than reducing the possibilities of errors. For instance, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reported 42 reports of patient harm and four deaths in 436 critical incidents involving health information technology (IT) over a 30-month period\textsuperscript{42}. In analyzed 456 safety incidents reported in a clinic at the University Hospital in Basel, discovered that medication errors was the most frequent type of safety incidents\textsuperscript{42}. Majority of the safety incidents were caused by human errors, accounted for 56% and followed by communication problems, accounted for 26%. Similarly, 100 unique and closed investigations reported incidents were analyzed in a study conducted\textsuperscript{43}. The study revealed 74 of the safety concerns involved unsafe technology, whereas 25 involved unsafe use of technology. From the three studies, it was found that poorly designed and usage of HIS resulting in endangering the patient with injury and death.

HIS introduces new classes of errors called technology-induced errors\textsuperscript{44}. These errors are often not predictable at design, but recognized once HIS deployed in the real environment. In large complex systems, safety issues tend to arise from unexpected interactions between system components. The examples of errors are wrong input, data retrieval error and lack of data transmission\textsuperscript{45}. The root cause of HIS related errors are complex and originate from variety of factors. It may be related to the technology itself, user behaviors, organisation, complex process and environment. Governments’ and national bodies have put great deal of effort to find preventive mechanisms and solutions through investment in further analysis and regulation of systems. Hence, it is vital for all stakeholders involved in the development, implementation, and adoption of the HIS to be more cautious on the errors emerged from the HIS. Safety aspects should be one of the serious focuses in the HIS.

**Privacy Issues**

In healthcare organisation, the integration of EMR has drawn attention to privacy issues and threats. In claimed that the implementation and exchanging of EMR may formed privacy breaches and security violations\textsuperscript{46}. Privacy breaches related with EMR remain as headlines in the media\textsuperscript{46}. It may give serious implications for healthcare practitioners and their patients\textsuperscript{46}. Furthermore, these breaches may give consequences on the healthcare organizations reputation, monetary fines, along with possible civil and criminal liabilities\textsuperscript{46}.

Most scholars agreed that if the record is related with medical information, there is a need to ensure the privacy of information\textsuperscript{47–48}. Therefore, it is important for healthcare organisation to ensure their healthcare employees manage and treat EMR in a proper way with an appropriate security measures.

**(1) Information Sharing**

Healthcare practitioners, hospitals and insurers routinely use computers, phones, faxes, and other means or technologies to record, transfer and share information about patients. Healthcare organisation must ensure that the information are available when it is needed\textsuperscript{42}. These information consist sensitive information related to healthcare records including identification, history of medical diagnoses, rendering of medical images, treatments, prescriptions, dietary habits, sexual preference, genetic information, psychological profiles, employment history, income, and insurance information\textsuperscript{46}.

Recent technology in healthcare industry was found to have benefited in reducing their operation cost and allowing the sharing of data with other stakeholders such as government agencies, health research institutes, insurance companies, and other healthcare institutions. However, the information contained in EMR are personal and sensitive. Thus, it would involve privacy breach when the EMR is being accessed by third parties such as the insurance companies or other healthcare providers\textsuperscript{46}.

According to several threats are involved when dealing with information sharing and privacy; for instance, involuntarily exposure of patients’ identity by being anonymous and the selling of personal information for targeted advertising. Since EMR are being used by various person-in-charge, departments, and organizations, it is also important to ensure the accuracy of data stored and processed\textsuperscript{46}. In stated that policies should be apply to
all hardware and software available in the organization to safeguard the resources. Hence, it is essential for healthcare organisation to give extra careful in implementing proper information sharing mechanism to protect privacy of EMR.

(2) Access Control

In a given situation where patients’ sensitive information is not properly protected, anyone who walks by a fax machine or logs on to a computer may manipulate it for illegal purposes. This can be considered as privacy breach, whether those involving paper records which are susceptible to physical loss or acts of vandalism, or information stored in electronic form that could be misused in a number of ways. Confidentiality is lost whenever an unauthorized party gains access to EMR. The exposure of EMR could result in the loss or denial of health insurance, job discrimination or personal embarrassment.

With the paper-based records, the accessibility of the data was restricted, and therefore, the information was less exposed and less vulnerable to information abuse. However, paper-based records could be easily misplaced or lost. These problems could be resolved with HIS development. In an effort to enhance the data accessibility, it could easily transformed into a threat when sensitive data consist in EMR would become easily accessible and vulnerable, which then leads to the main challenge in maintaining privacy of EMR. With a number of users accessing EMR, managing access control becomes one of the main important privacy issue. Hence, it is important for healthcare organisation to offer privacy guarantee at all levels within the system.

The control and access to HIS should be defined clearly to ensure that patients’ privacy is not exposed to unauthorized parties. Healthcare organisation must apply the need-to-know basis to the system users (including doctors, nurses, and administrative officers) when accessing EMR. This kind of restriction is supposed to protect EMR belong to specific units or departments in the organisation.

Thus, an advanced technological method should be applied as a solution to retrieve and exchange EMR in a secure and reliable way throughout the healthcare organisation. Healthcare organisation should establish rules to control authorization on their HIS resources and implement several types of authentication technologies such as multiple biometrics for identifying users before they are allowed access to HIS.

Conclusion

The review had successfully highlighted the key issues pertaining to the EMR. This review provides useful information and knowledge that both safety and privacy which are crucial issues in the implementation of EMR. The safety issues are concerned with the intersection and inter-reliant components of the healthcare system as well technology-induced errors resulting from the poorly designed and usage of HIS. On the other hand, the privacy issues are related to the information sharing and access control. Safety and privacy issues emerged from the implementation of EMR defeat its purpose to improve the quality of healthcare services. Therefore, the implementation of EMR should consider the complex interactions between socio and technical aspects exist in the healthcare setting as well appropriate security measures in retrieving and exchanging information through EMR.
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